SEP Enterprise Project “Healthy Living”

SEP are excited to launch our new SEP Enterprise Project; “Healthy Living”, where we are selling MIFSUD’s fruit and vege’s. This project is a convenient ordering system for our school staff to order and receive fresh fruit and veges direct to their classroom door.

Students are involved by promoting and collecting orders each Monday and Tuesday and delivering fruit and veges each Friday.

The most crucial goals of this project for our students are: development of literacy, numeracy and social/life skills, in general, to prepare students for life post school.

Thank you to all school staff and Mifsuds Fresh Fruit for supporting our Fresh Food venture!

*For more information please visit our web page: [http://www.miranishs.eq.edu.au/sep.htm](http://www.miranishs.eq.edu.au/sep.htm)*